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OBJECTIVES

In this lecture, you will learn to:

Copy Constructors

Destructor



COPY CONSTRUCTORS

The copy constructor is a constructor which creates an object by initializing it with an object of the same class, which 

has been created previously. If class definition does not explicitly include copy constructor, then the system 

automatically creates one by default. The copy constructor is used to:

 Initialize one object from another of the same type.

 Copy an object to pass it as an argument to a function.

 Copy an object to return it from a function.

Syntax

classname (const classname &obj) {

// body of constructor

}



PROGRAM: COPY CONSTRUCTORS

#include <iostream.h>  

class A  

{  

public:  

int x;  

A(int a)                // parameterized constructor.  

{  

x=a;  

}  

A(A &i)               // copy constructor  

{  

x = i.x;  

}  

};  

int main()  

{  

A a1(20);               // Calling the parameterized constructor.  

A a2(a1);                //  Calling the copy constructor.  

cout<<a2.x;  

return 0;  

} 



DESTRUCTOR

A destructor destroys an object after it is no longer in use. 

The destructor, like constructor, is a member function with the same name as the class name.

But it will be preceded by the character Tilde (~).

A destructor takes no arguments and has no return value. 

Each class has exactly one destructor. 

If class definition does not explicitly include destructor, then the system automatically creates one by default. 

It will be invoked implicitly by the compiler upon exit from the program to clean up storage that is no longer 

accessible.



PROGRAM: DESTRUCTOR

// A Program showing working of constructor and destructor

#include<iostream.h>

#include<conio.h>

class Myclass

{

public:

int x;

Myclass()

{ //Constructor

x=10; 

}

~Myclass()

{ //Destructor

cout<<”Destructing….” ;

}

int main() 

{

Myclass ob1, ob2;

cout<<ob1.x<<” “<<ob2.x;

return 0; 

}
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MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTION

Multiple Choice Question:

Q1. How many types of constructors are there in C++?

a) 1

b) 2

c) 3

d) 4



MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTION

Multiple Choice Question:

Q2. What is the role of destructors in Classes?

a) To modify the data whenever required

b) To destroy an object when the lifetime of an object ends

c) To initialize the data members of an object when it is created

d) To call private functions from the outer world



MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTION

Multiple Choice Question:

Q3. What is syntax of defining a destructor of class A?

a) A(){}

b) ~A(){}

c) A::A(){}

d) ~A(){};



MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTION

Multiple Choice Question:

Q4. When destructors are called?

a) When a program ends

b) When a function ends

c) When a delete operator is used

d) All of the mentioned



MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTION

Multiple Choice Question:

Q5. What is a copy constructor?

a) A constructor that allows a user to move data from one object to another

b) A constructor to initialize an object with the values of another object

c) A constructor to check the whether to objects are equal or not

d) A constructor to kill other copies of a given object.



Summary

In this lecture, you learned that: 

 A Copy constructor is an overloaded constructor used to declare and initialize an object from another 

object

 A destructor works opposite to constructor.


